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1361:

The Censorate forbids monks to enter markets.

1386, 8th month:

Monks are forbidden to ride horses. Royal and state pre-
ceptors are allowed to ride a donkey.

1391:

Women are forbidden to go to temples.
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THE PARAJIKA PRECEPTS FOR NUNS

ANN HEIRMAN

The Buddhist monastic discipline is based on a list of precepts,

pratinioksa, and on a set of formal procedures, karwavacana. The
precepts are introduced and commented upon in the vibhangas

(bhiksuvibhanga, chapter for monks; bhiksunlvibhaiiga, chapter

for nuns). The first group of precepts mentioned in the pratinioksa

are the parajika precepts. A violation of any of these leads to a

definitive, lifetime exclusion from the Buddhist Community.

In all the Vinayas,
1
four parajika precepts are common to both

monks and nuns :

1
Five Vinayas survive in a Chinese translation: the Mahlsasakavinaya (T 1421,

MsVin), the Mahasamghikavinaya (T 1425, MaVin), the Dharmaguptakavinaya
(T 1428, DhVin), the Sarvastivadavinaya (T 1435, SaVin) and the Miilasarvasti-

vadavinaya (T 1428 up to and including T 1451, MuVin [because of its size, the

Mulasarvastivadavinaya is not edited into one work but consists of a number of

different works]). Closely related lo the Mahasanighikavinaya is the bhiksum-
vibhahga {bhlvibh) of the Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadins (Mii-L), a text

written in a transitional language between Prakrit and Sanskrit. Apart from
these texts, the Vinaya transmitted by the Theraviida school survives in the Pali

language. Finally, many Sanskrit fragments of Vinaya texts have been found.
The Pali chapter for nuns does not mention the precepts common to both

monks and nuns. The first four par. precepts for nuns are explained in the chap-
ter for monks: The Vinaya Pitakam (Vin), ed. H.Oldenberg, PTS, London, 1964
ed., Ill, pp. 1-109. They are, however, enumerated in the Bhiksunlpratimoksa
(Blupra; Pali, bhikkhuni-patimokkha): M. Wijayaratna, Les moniales boud-
dhistes, naissance et developpement du monachismc feminm, Paris 1991, p. 172.

MsVin, bhiksuvibhaiiga (bhuvibh), pp.la7-10a29; bhlvibh, pp.77b27-78a3;
WaVin, bhuvibh, pp.227a7-262all; bhlvibh, pp.5l4a25-515al6; bhlvibh of the
Ma-L: Bhiksuni-Vinaya, Including Bhiksuni-Prakimaka and a Summary of the
Bhiksu-Prakimaka ofthe Arya-Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadhi ( = BhiVin(Ma -

M, ed. G. Roth, Patna 1970, pp.74-80, §§111-17; a bhuvibh is not extant;DnVm, bhuvibh, pp.568c6-579a9; bhlvibh, pp.714a6-715a5; the SaVin does not
ncntlon the precepts common to both monks and nuns. The first four par.
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one may not indulge in sexual intercourse (maithuna),

one may not steal (anything with a value of five coins or
more),

one may not take human life,

one may not lie about one's spiritual achievements.

In every school, the set of precepts for nuns adopts the above
four precepts for monks.' Therefore, contrary to the precepts
seen as peculiar to nuns, the Vinayas neither introduce them nor
give any commentary.4

In addition all the Vinayas have four
parajika precepts considered to be peculiar to nuns:

l)
5
a nun may not have physical contact with a man below

the armpit and above the knee 6

2)
7
there are eight things that a nun may not do together

with a man (all these things concern physical contact)

precepts are explained in the bhuvibh, pp.la8-13cl9. They are enumerated in

the Bhlpra, T 1437, p.479b29-cl6; MuVin, bhuvibh, pp.627c23-680bl2; T1443,

bhivibh, pp.907c24-929a22.
3 See also U. Hiisken, Die Vorschriften furdie buddhistische Nonnengemeinde
im Vinaya-Pitaka der Theravadin, Berlin 1997, pp.65-6, and p.66, n.118.
4 The MaVin, the bhivibh of the Ma-L and the DhVin, however, add some com-
mentary peculiar to nuns to the first parajika. The MuVin, bhivibh, contains a

summary of the introduction and commentary of the bhuvibh for all four

precepts.
* Pali Vin IV, pp.211- 15; MsVin, p.78a3-bl; MaVin, p.515al7-c24; bhivibh of

the Ma-L, BhlVin(Ma-L), pp.81-8; §§118-25; DhVin, pp.715a6-716a5; SaVin,

pp. 302cl6-303cl; MuVin, T1443, pp.929a28-930b5.

Pali Vin IV, p.213: below the collarbone and above the knee; MsVin,
p.78a27: below the rim of the hair of the head, above the knee and behind the

elbow; MaVin, p.515c4: below the shoulder and above the knee; bhivibh in

BhlVin(Ma-L), p.84, §123 and DhVin, p.715b7: below the armpit and above the

knee; SaVin, p.303a21-22: below the rim of the hair of the head and above the

knee; MuVin, T 1443, p.930a9-10: below the eyes and above the knee.

Pali Vin IV, pp.220-2 (in this Vinaya, this par. precept is the last); MsVin,
p.781bl-22; MaVin, pp.515c25-516b3; bhivibh in BhlVm(Ma-L), pp.88-91,

§§126-30; DhVin, p.716a6-b23; SaVin, pp.303c2-304a6; MuVin, p.930b6-c27.
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3)
8
a nun may not conceal a grave offence of another nun

4)
9
a nun may not follow (= imitate/help) a monk sus-

pended by the Order (samgha).

The aim of this paper is to investigate how these four precepts

peculiar to nuns have come into being. We will show that three of

them have been extracted from the Bhiksupratimoksa (Bhupra)

and that one precept is probably to be seen as an addition to

preceding precepts. In this way the parajikas have been doubled in

accordance with the tradition that a nun has to observe twice as

many precepts.

1. Physical contact
11

The first parajika precept peculiar to nuns says that a nun may not

have physical contact with a man. While for a nun, physical

contact is a parajika, for a monk it is a samghavasesa}
1
specifically

samghavasesa 2: a monk who has physical contact with a woman

8
Pali Vin IV, pp.216-17 (in this Vinaya, this par. precept is the second peculiar

to nuns); MsVin, pp.78cl9-79al0 (here, this is the last par. precept); MaVin,
p.516b3-c24; bhivibh in BhlVin(Ma-L), pp.91-6, §§131-3; DhVin, pp.716b24-
717a21; SaVin, pp.304a7-305c21; MuVin, T 1443, pp.930c28-931al9.

Pali Vin IV, pp.218-20 (in this Vin., this is the third par. precept peculiar to

nuns); MsVin, p.78b23-cl9 (here, this is the seventh par. precept); MaVin,
pp.516c25-517b25; bhivibh in BhfVin(Ma-L), pp.96-101, §§134-7; DhVin,
DTJ.717a22-718a29; SaVin, pp.305c22-307a2; MuVin, T1443, p.931a20-b29.

Cf. E. Waldschmidt, Bruchstucke des Bhiksmil-Pratimoksa der Sarvasti-
vadins mit einer Darsteilung der Uberiieferung des Bhiksunl-Pratimoksa in
den Verschiedenen Schulen, Leipzig 1926, p.l (cf. Wei-shu [Dynastic History of
theWei, 386-557 CE], p.336b28-29); Z.Tsukamoto, A History ofEarly Chinese
Buddhism From Its Introduction to the Death of Hui-yuan, translated from
Japanese [Clmgoku Bukkyo Tsushj 1979] by L. Hurvitz, Tokyo, New York, San
Francisco 1985, 1, p.426 and pp.636-41, n.17 (cf. T 2145, Ch'u San-tsang Chi-chi
[catalogue completed in 518 CE; containing much material from earlier
catalogues that are now lost], pp.81b25-c2, 81c6-8 and 82a7-15 [notes written by
Chu Fa-t'ai (320-387 CE)]).

u kayasamsarga (Waldschmidt, op. cit., p.72).
J-e. an offence leading to a temporary suspension from the Order.
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commits a samghavasesa.
13 The relation between these two

precepts is explicitly referred to in the DhVin: the commentary
following upon the parajika for nuns says that a monk [in a similar

case] commits a samghavasesa;
1"1

the commentary following upon
the samghavasesa for monks says that a nun [in a similar case]
commits a parajika}

5

All the precepts are said to have been stipulated by the Buddha.
He only lays down a precept if the circumstances impel him to do
so. In the case of the above parajika for nuns and samghavasesa
for monks, we twice have a very similar precept. It is very unlikely

that the latter have been laid down independently, as a result of
distinct circumstances. In all probability, one is based upon the
other. Furthermore, it is a generally known fact that the Order of
nuns only came into being when the Order of monks had already
been established for some time. Therefore, the fifth parajika for

nuns is most probably based upon the second samghavasesa for

monks.16

17

Heirman- The Parajika Precepts for Nuns

2. Eight things

The second parajika precept for nuns forbids them to do eight
things together with a man. 8 The order and content of the eight

things, however, differ from Vinaya to Vinaya. The following chart
displays which Vinaya enumerates which things and in which

u
Pali Vin III, p.120; MsVin, p.lla25-27; MaVin, p.265c20-22; DhVin, p.580

b28-29; SaVin, p,15al4-15; MuVin, T 1442,p.683b29-c2.
14 DhVin, p.716al-2, literally says: Bhiksu samgliavasesa; siksamana, sraman-
era, sramaneriduskrta (a monk samghavasesa; a probationer, a male novice and
a female novice duskrta). A duskrta, lit. 'a bad action', refers to a very light offence.
15 DhVin, p.581a20-21, literally says: Bhiksuniparajika; siksamana, sramanera,
sramaneriduskrta.
16

This implies that, with regard to physical contact, a woman is judged more
severely than a man, certainly in respect of the region between the armpit and
the knee (see n.6; - cf. Hiisken, op. cit., pp.46-50, 67).
17

Pali affJiavattfiuka (Waldschmidi, op.cit., p.76).
18 Only if she does all eight things does she commit a parajika (see also Hiisken,

op.cit, pp.60-5).
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order
19.

thing

Tl
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
Til
T12
T13
T14
T15
T16

20 Pali Vin MsVin MaVin Ma-L DhVin SaVin MuVin
1

2
7

3

4

/

/

5

6

/

1 3 3 1 1 /

2 4 4 2 2 /

/ / / 3 6 /

5 / / 4 3 /

6 2 2 5 4 /

4 / / 6 / /

8 7 7 7 / /

3 8 8 8 5 /

/ / / / / /

/ / / / / /

7 / / / , / /

/ 1 1 / / /

/ 5 5 / / /

/ 6 6 / / /

/ / / / 7 /

/ / / / 8 /

19 We compare all the Vinayas with the DhVin, the most important of them in

East Asia. Therefore, things 1 up to and including 8 coincide with the order and
content of the eight things in this Vinaya.

1

Tl: a man holds the hand of a nun; T2: a man grasps the robes of a nun; T3:

a nun goes with a man to a secret place; T4: a nun stands together with a man;
T5: a nun talks with a man; T6: a nun walks together with a man; T7: a nun and
a man lean against each other; T8: a nun makes appointments with a man; T9: a

nun allows a man to approach (she is within reach of a man's hand); T10: a nun
disposes her body (within reach of a man's hand); Tl 1: a nun sits together with
a man; T12: a nun stays within reach of a man's hand; T13:a nun is happy when
a man comes; T14: a nun invites a man to sit down; T15: a nun waits till a man
comes; T16: a nun offers her body just like a woman in white clothes (a lay

woman at home), i.e. she does not protest against the intentions of a man when
he reaches for her or embraces her; Tl7: a nun moves back and forth together
with a man; T18: a nun makes fun together with a man; T19: a nun laughs
together with a man; T20: a nun indicates a place (where they can meet each
other); T21: a nun agrees on a time (to meet each other); T22: a nun wears a
Mgn (to inform a man that she is ready to see him); T23: a nun allows a man to
,]sn her as if he were her husband; T24: a nun lies down on a place where one
ca,

» do inappropriate actions.
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T17 / / / / / / 1

T18 / / / / / / 2
T19 / / / / / / 3

T20 / / / / / / 4
T21 / / / / / / 5

T22 / / / / / / 6

T23 / / / / / / 7

T24 / / / / / / 8

Although the eight things all concern physical contact, the
relatively major differences are remarkable, the more so since it

concerns one of the most important precepts. In view of the fact,

however, that the Vinayas are very similar in respect of the con-
tents of the parajika precepts, but much less so in respect of the
circumstances in which the offences are committed or in respect of
the mitigating circumstances and the exceptions that they allow,

21

we can understand the difference concerning the 'eight things':

rather than a new precept, the 'eight things' are a further exten-
sion of a preceding topic, already treated in the first and fifth

parajika precepts. The different schools develop this extension
in a relatively individual way. Extending a topic also explains why
there is no corresponding precept for monks. The 'eight things' do
not in fact constitute a separate precept, but are an enumeration
of circumstances involving physical contact. Consequently, the
DhVin gives no precise punishment for a monk, but only says that

he has to be judged according to the circumstances.
23

3 Concealment of a grave offence
24

The third parajika precept peculiar to nuns says that she may not
conceal a grave offence of another nun. Except for the SaVin,
each Vinaya explains a grave offence as a parajika:

21
See A.Heirman, The Discipline in Four Parts, Rules for Nuns according lo

the Dharmaguplakavinaya, Delhi 2002, Part I, pp. 124-7. [See review on pp.21 i.j
' !

Therefore, the Vinayas, except for the MuVin, barely introduce this precept.
23 Cf.DhVin, p.716bl2-13 (lit.): A bhiksu is in accordance with the offence that

he has committed; siksamana, sramanera, sramaneriduskrta.
24 dusthuiapraticchadana (Waldschmidt, op.cit. p.21). '
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- Pali Vin IV, pp.216-17, par. 2: a nun conceals a par. of

a nun
- MsVin, p.79al-5, par. 8: a nun conceals a par. of a nun.
- MaVin, p.516b25-28, par. 7: a nun conceals a grave

offence of a nun; p.516b29-cl =» a par.

- Bhivibh of the Ma-L in BhlVin(Ma-L), pp.93-4, §132: a

nun conceals a grave offence of a nun; = a par.

DhVin, pp.716c29-717a4, par. 7: a nun conceals a par.

of a nun.
- SaVin, p.304a22-27, par. 7: a nun conceals a grave

offence of a nun; p.304a28-29 = a par or a saw.
- MuVin, T 1443, p.931all-14, par. 1: a nun conceals a

par. of a nun.

This parajika precept is not an original one, since it is related to

a pacittika precept
25

for monks appearing in all the Vinayas. This

relation is explicitly referred to in the DhVin, namely in the com-
mentary following upon the parajika precept for nuns: a monk
(who conceals the grave offence of a monk) commits a pacittika

(p.717al6-17).
26 Except for the MsVin, all the Vinayas explain a

grave offence as a parajika or a sawghavasesa:

- Pali Vin IV, p. 127, pac. 64 : a monk conceals a grave
offence of a monk; p.128 = a par. or a saw.
MsVin, p.67a26-27, pac. 74: a monk conceals a grave
offence of a monk, without any further commentary.

- MaVin, pp.376c29 p.377al, pac. 60: a monk conceals a

grave offence of a monk; p.377al-2 = a par. or a saw.
DhVin, p.679a5-6, pac. 64: a monk conceals a grave
offence of a monk; p.679a6-7 = a par. or a saw.
SaVin, p.l.02cl6-17, pac. 50: a monk conceals a grave
offence of a monk; p.l02cl8 = a par. or a saw.
MuVin, T 1442, p.834a6-7, pac. 50 : a monk conceals a

grave offence of a monk
;
p.834a9-10 = a par. or a saw.

Given the above date, we can conclude that, generally speak-

T

,s
i-e. a precept the violation of which leads to the expiation of the offence.

,
DhVin, p,717al6-17, literally says: Bhiksu pacittika; siksamana, sramanera,

sramaneri duskrta.
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ing, a nun commits a parajika if she conceals a parajika of another
nun, while a monk commits a pacittika if he conceals a parajika or
a sarpghavasesa of another monk. This conclusion reveals two
facts: first, for a nun, the concealment of a parajika offence is con-
sidered to be more serious than for a monk; secondly, the two pre-
cepts are not totally parallel: the bhivibh does not mention the
concealment of a samghavasesa. In this context, it is important to

note that some schools have a second precept for nuns that con-
cerns the concealment of an offence of another nun. Moreover,
the DhVin, in the commentary following upon the pacittika pre-
cept for monks, explicitly refers to this second precept for nuns: a
nun (who conceals the grave offence of a nun) commits a pacittika
(p.679al4-15).

27
This precept is neither introduced nor comment-

ed upon and belongs to those precepts that are explicitly copied
from the Bhupra:

DhVin, p.735c25-26, pac 49 : a nun conceals a grave
offence of a nun ; in the corresponding pac. 64 of the
bhuvibh, a grave offence is explained as a par. or a saw.

- Bhipra of the Sarvastivadins, T 1437, p.483bl4-15, pac
35: a nun conceals a saw. of a nun.

- MuVin, T 1443, p.983c22-24, pac. 35 : a nun conceals a

grave offence of a nun
;
p.983c25-26 = a par. or a saw.

For nuns, the above pacittika precept creates an inconsistency
in the set of precepts of the three above-mentioned schools:

Dharmaguptaka school: par. 7 says that a nun who con-
ceals a par. of a nun commits a par.; pac. 49 says that

she commits a pac. if she conceals a grave offence (par.

or saw.).
Sarvastivada school: par. 7 says that a nun who con-
ceals a par. or a saw. of a nun commits a par.; pac. 35
says that she commits a pac if she conceals a saw.
Mulasarvastivada School: par. 7 says that a nun com-
mits a par. if she conceals a par. of another nun; pac 35
says she commits a pac. if she conceals a grave offence

DhVin, p.679al4-15, literally says: Bhiksunipacittika; siksamana, sramanera,
sramaneriduskrta.
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(par. ox saw.).

The inconsistency is a result of the fact that one precept for

monks (a monk commits a pacittika if he conceals a parajika or a

samghavasesa of another monk) has twice been copied into the set

of precepts for nuns. However, when the precept was copied into

the parajika precepts for nuns, it was not copied in its totality: all

the Vinayas, except for the SaVin, say that a nun only commits a

para-jika if she conceals the parajika of another nun. A sarpgha-

vasesa is not mentioned. The concealment of a sarpghavasesa can

thus 'very well be considered as a pacittika offence. Consequently,

the irregularity in the three above-mentioned Vinayas can be
removed in a very simple way:

Dharmaguptaka school: in bhivibh, pac. 49, 'grave

offence' should be replaced by sarpghavasesa: a nun
commits a pac. if she conceals a saw. of another nun;
the commentary following the copied bhuvibh, pac 64
should specify that a nun commits a pac if she conceals
the saw. of another nun, whereas she commits a par. if

she conceals a par.

Sarvastivada school: in accordance with the other
schools, bhivibh, par. 1 should say that a nun commits a

par. only if she conceals a par. of another nun (and not
a par. or a saw).
Mulasarvastivada school: bhivibh, pac 35, 'grave

offence' should be explained as a 'sarpghavasesa': a nun
commits a pac if she conceals a saw. (and not a par. or
a saw) of another nun.

Finally, it is to be noted that the set of precepts for nuns
contains yet another precept involving the concealment of an
offence of another nun: all the Vinayas stipulate that nuns who
stay in each other's company, who have bad habits together, who
spread a bad reputation and who conceal each other's offences,
commit a sarpghavasesa?

5.

Since, however, the concealment of a

Pali Vin IV, p.239, saw. 9; MsVin, p.82a23-b6, saw. 14; MaVin, p.522c23-28,
Sa/P- 17; bhivibh m. BhlVm(Ma-L), p. 155, §170, sani.Yl; DhVin, pp.723c29-724
a7

'
saj

T>- 14; SaVin, p.312a29-b9, sam. 16; MuVin, T1443, p.938c2-13, saw. 15.
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parajika offence constitutes a parajika offence, the offences
referred to in the sarnghavasesa precept for nuns can be of all

kinds, except a parajika?
9
This is explicitly stipulated in the com-

mentary following upon the sarnghavasesa precept in MsVin and
DhVin. ° Further, the difference between the sarnghavasesa pre-
cept and the less serious pacittika precept involving the conceal-
ment of an offence (a saw.) of a nun as mentioned in three
Vinayas is that in the sarnghavasesa precept the concealment is

only one of several bad actions that together constitute a sarngha-
vasesa offence, while in the pacittika precept, it is the only bad
action referred to.

31
4. To follow a suspended monk

The fourth parajika precept peculiar to nuns says that a nun may
not follow a suspended monk. 'To follow' is interpreted in two
ways: the Pali Vin understands it as to imitate the suspended
one;

32
the MsVin, MaVin, the bhlvibh of the Ma-L, the DhVin,

SaVin and MuVin understand it as to give help to the suspended
one. Again, this parajika precept is not an original one, because
it is related to a pacittika precept for monks: a monk who follows a

suspended monk commits a pacittika.
2,4

In the DhVin, the com-
mentary following upon the parajika precept for nuns adds that a

monk (who follows a suspended nun) commits a duskrta:
35

29 See also Hiisken, op. cit., pp.50-3, 99; Waldschmidt, op. cit., p.98, n.3.
30 MsVin, p.82b6-8; DhVin, p.724al8-19.
31

utksiptanuvrtti{ to follow a suspended one; - Waldschmidt, op. cit, p. 78)
32

Pali Vin IV,' p.219.
33 MsVin, p.78b26 (in the introductory story); MaVin, p.517bl4-15; bhlvibh in

BhlVin(Ma-L), p.100, §136; DhVin, p.717c25-28; SaVin, p.306a25; MuVin, T
1443, p.931b7-20.
34

Pali Vin IV, p.137, pac. 69; MsVin, p.57c3-5, pac. 49; MaVin, pp.367c28-

368al, pac. 46; SaVin, p.l06c8-10, pac. 56; MuVin, T 1442, p.841bl7-18, pac
56: a monk follows a suspended monk; DhVin, p.683c2-4, pac. 69: a monk
follows a suspended one. - The pac. precept for monks says that a monk has

been suspended for not giving up wrong views; the par. precept for nuns does

not specify the reason for the suspension.
35 DhVin, p.718a23-24, literally says: Bhiksu duskrta; siksamana, sramancni,
sramanerl duskrta. - The earlier mentioned par. 5 and 7 for nuns (in the
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Besides the parajika precept, the set of precepts for nuns con-

tains another precept related to the same item: a nun who follows

a suspended nun commits a pacittika}** This precept is neither

introduced nor commented upon and belongs to those precepts

that are explicitly copied from the Bhupra, in this case from the

precept saying that a monk who follows a suspended monk
commits a pacittika. The relation between the latter two precepts

is referred to in the MsVin and DhVin: the commentary following

upon the pacittika precept for monks stipulates that a nun (who

follows a suspended nun) commits a pacittika}
1

As was the case for the previous parajika precept for nuns, we
again see that one precept for monks has been inserted twice into

the set of precepts for nuns, once as a precept considered to be
peculiar to nuns, and once as a precept in common with monks: a

monk who follows a suspended monk commits a pacittika =» a nun
who follows a suspended monk commits a parajika; a nun who
follows a suspended nun commits a pacittika.

DhVin), and their respectively corresponding sa/p. 2 and pac. 64, reveal that

'bhiksu duskrta' has to be understood as 'a bhiksu who follows a suspended nun
commits a duskrta': par. 5: a nun may not have physical contact with a man w
pac. 64: a monk may not have physical contact with a woman (see also n.14);

par. 7: a nun may not conceal a grave offence of another nun ~ pac. 64: a monk
nmy not conceal a grave offence of another monk (see also n.26); by analogy:
par. 8: a nun may not follow a suspended monk ~ bhiksu duskrta: 'a bhiksu who
follows a suspended nun commits a duskrta'.

Pali Bhikkhunlpatimokkha, Wijayaratna, op. cit., p. 1ST, pac. 147; MsVin, p.
B6a3-5, pac. 34; Bhipra of the Mahasanighikas, T 1427, p.560c5-7, pac. 36;
BhTpra of the Sarvastivadins, T 1437, p.483c4-6, pac. 41: a nun follows a sus-
pended nun; DhVin, p.736alO-ll,/?<3C. 53; MuVin, T 1443, p.987a6-7,/?ac. 41: a
nun follows a suspended one (the introductory story in MuVin says that a nun
follows a monk; in this way, there is an overlap between pac. 41 and par. 8 that
says that a nun who follows a monk commits a par).

MsVin, p.57c8-9, literally says: Bhiksuni, it is the same; siksamana, sraman-
e
J*- sramaneri duskrta. DhVin, p.683cl6-17, literally says: Bhiksuni pacitlika;
s^arnana, sramanera, sramaneri duskrta.
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Conclusion

The above data reveal that seven of the eight parajika precepts for

nuns are extracted from the set of precepts for monks. Four of
these seven are parajika precepts common to both monks and
nuns: in the bhivibh, they are neither introduced nor commented
upon;

4
in some bhivibh's, they are not even mentioned. One

precept (physical contact) is copied from a samghavasesa precept
for monks. Another (concealment of a grave offence) is extracted
from a pacittika precept. In some schools, this pacittika precept
has been adapted into the set for nuns a second time: to conceal a
grave offence of another nun constitutes a parajika; to conceal a

grave offence of a monk constitutes a pacittika. The irregularities

caused by the double appearance can be removed in a simple way.
Lastly, one precept (to follow a suspended monk) is equally
extracted from a pacittika precept. In addition, all the schools
have adopted this pacittika precept a second time: to follow a

suspended monk constitutes a parajika; to follow a suspended nun
constitutes a pacittika.

The remaining parajika precept for nuns (the eight things) is

not to be regarded as a newly introduced precept, but rather as a

commentary on a preceding item.

In this way, the parajika precepts have been doubled, in ac-

cordance with the tradition. It is to be noted, however, that, in

spite of the tradition, in no Vinaya is the number of rules for nuns
really twice the number of those for monks. In fact, it is only the
case in two categories, namely the parajika precepts (four for

monks; eight for nuns) and the praticiesaniya precepts
38

(four for

monks; eight for nuns" ). This may point to some symbolic value
attached to the number 'eight'. In this context, it is noteworthy
that in two other fundamental issues for nuns, the number eight

appears:

38 These are precepts on minor offences that have to be confessed.
39 One Vinaya, i.e. the later finalised MuVin, has 11 praticiesaniya precepts for

nuns (see A. Heirman, ' Vinaya: perpetuum mobile', Etudes Asiar/queshlUA,
1999, pp.864-5.
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1) When the Buddha allows the first women to be ordained, he

lavs down eight fundamental rules (gurudharma) to be strictly

bserved by the Order of nuns. These rules stipulate the position

;

1

nd duties of the Order of nuns towards the Order of monks.

2) As mentioned above, one of the parajika precepts for nuns

concerns eight things (of contact between a man and a woman).

Moreover, the tradition that the number of precepts for nuns is

twice the number of those for monks is probably not of early

origin. It only appears in later (Chinese) works, not in the Vinayas

themselves. The number 'eight', however, plays a prominent part

in the rules for nuns and is even integrated into the account of the

foundation of the nun's Order.

Ann Heirman
Ghent University

aee further E. Nolot, Regies de discipline des nonnes bouddhistes, le bhik-
siuiivinaya de 1'ecole Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadin, Paris 1991, pp.9-58 and
97-405; Hiisken, op. cit., pp. 345-60; Heirman, The Discipline in Four Parts,

° P- tit., Part 1, pp.63-5.
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